Stepney Greencoat Church of England Primary School
Literacy
This term we will be learning about persuasive writing and
explanation text
Our main text is ‘Escape From Pompeii’ linked to our
theme of the The Roman Empire in the Spring 1 Half-Term
and ‘Boudicca’ in the Spring 2 Half-Term. We will look at
dialogue between characters and how to use that in recounts and story retells. We will continue to work on techniques on how to enrich our writing through the use of descriptive language. We will also look at biographies and
how to apply our understanding of biographies to fictional
characters.

RE
Faith, Identity, Belonging, Temptation and Salvation.
During this topic we will introduce pupils to key events from the
life of Jesus and the way in which these raise questions about
the person of Jesus. This will enable pupils to understand the
importance of these events at the time of Jesus.
P.E.
Children will have swimming lessons on Wednesdays and PE
now on Tuesday.
First Half Term-Gymnastics

Curriculum Information
Numeracy

2013 - 2014
ECDI@ECDJ
Homework and P.E.

The main focus this Spring Term will be on num- • Children will need to have their P.E
ber and measures in which we will be learning the
kits in school, and bring their book
following:
bags in everyday. P.E will take
Number
Use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4
and 8 multiplication tables
Recognise and write fractions.
Measurement

place on Tuesday afternoons.
• Homework will go out on Thursdays
and should be handed in on Tuesdays.

Term: Spring
Class: 3
Topic:
Spring 1 Roman Empire
Spring 2 Roman Britain

Events

Tell the time using a 12 hour and 24 hour clock.

Book Week

As with all concepts taught, the children will work
on a range of reasoning and problem solving
tasks.

Humanities Day

Teacher: Ms Omosevwerha

Science

Art Roman Mosaic-Spring 1

Music

Light -Spring 1

In DT we will be learning about Roman Mosaic. We will be designing and
making our own mosaic using different media.

Year 3 children will be singing songs and
will use percussion instruments to accompany them, concentrating on finding the
pulse in music and holding one rhythmic
part against another one.

In the first half-term we will study how shadows are
formed, observe the shape of shadows, why shadows
are formed and different sources of light.

D&T Cooking and Nutrition-Spring 2

All about Plants—Spring 2

French

In this topic we will be learning to identify that plants
need the right types and amount of nutrition to grow.
We will observe the different parts of a flower and
record our observations. The children will also carry
out fair tests.

French will be taught by Local
Authority staff.

Second Half Term- Games

Geography
During this term, we will be naming and locating counties and
famous landmarks . The children will be using online mapping
tools to identify countries that were in the Roman Empire. They
will be locating cities in Roman Britain on a map and matching
them with their current names.

History

Computing

The children will continue to learn
The children will learn about historical events and
about online safety. They will also
famous people during the Roman Empire. They will
learn to plot out events on a timeline measured in cen- learn about algorithms .
turies.

PSHE
The children will be focusing on these
themes:
• ‘Going for Goals’ (Spring1)
• ‘Good To Be Me’ (Spring 2)

